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PRODUCTION STAFF

If you were stranded on a deserted island, what is the one book that you would want 
with you? If you could only watch one television show for the rest of your life, what show 
would it be? 

We have all thought about these scenarios. A fun get-to-know-you game, right? But 
the actual scenarios that these questions present is a scary one: What stories would you 
bring with you in the apocalypse? Would we want a story to remind us of our family? 
Something long, just to keep us occupied? Something meaningful to give us hope? Or 
would we want a comedy to distract us from the terror of any post-apocalyptic situation? 

Anne Washburn’s Mr. Burns, a post-electric play follows characters in an apocalyptic future 
where they choose to focus on The Simpsons—an unlikely choice for the surviving story 
of our time, but one that is remembered by many with nostalgia. Beyond pure comedic 
value, The Simpsons has always been a satirical representation of our world and popular 
media, a way to poke fun at things around us. It is understandable why a group of people 
living in the apocalypse would lean on this particular story to give them comfort, as a 
comedic way to relieve the tension or the absurdity of the world they now live in.  

In the midst of tragedy, with death and destruction as a regular occurrence, a divide 
arises between the necessity for meaning and frivolous entertainment. In the second 
act, Quincy exclaims, “Meaning is everywhere. We get Meaning for free, whether we like 
it or not. Meaningless Entertainment, on the other hand, is actually really hard.” Quincy 
is convinced in the aftermath of the disaster, humanity lacks additional meaning. This 
is a point that not everyone would agree with, especially in our current climate where 
without meaning, we seem to be losing an opportunity to make the ever-important 
difference that is always our goal. 

Our group is at an impasse, echoing a conversation that started all the way in Aristotle’s 
time about the social importance of dramas versus comedies. Whether human beings 
should create meaning in their art or not may be a moot point in the end as we have an 
innate need to discern meaning out of chaos. Studies have shown humans interpreting 
nonsensical stories with full plotlines, developed characters, and relevance to today’s 
culture.

In a 1944 psychological study, Massachusetts college students who were shown a short 
film featuring a triangle and a circle moving across a two-dimensional surface. When 
these students were asked what happened in the film, only one student wrote about 
geometric shapes. All of the other individuals created elaborate stories about these 
shapes, creating analogies about escaping bullies or a woman fighting off someone. The 
circle was “worried.” The circle and the little triangle were “innocent young things.” The big 
triangle was “blinded by rage and frustration.”

The great debate between creating meaning in our art or leaving it as frivolous 
entertainment reminds us of what the purpose of art at all is and why we do the things 
that we do. So, if you were on a deserted island, what is the one story that you would 
bring with you?

~ Trisha Mahoney, BFA4, Dramaturgy/Criticism
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